
We thank both Reviewers for their time in revisiting this manuscript. Please
find our point-by-point response (normal font) to all comments (italics) below.

1 Reviewer #2: anonymous

The authors have performed a set of perfect model experiments to investigate
the impact of the nudging various physical (indirect reconstruction) and bio-
geochemical variables (direct reconstruction) on the reconstruction of the ocean,
land and atmospheric carbon cycle. Further, they look into how this reconstruc-
tion impacts the predictive skill of the carbon cycle. They found that nudging of
physical state variables reconstructs the carbon cycle well, and that an additional
nudging of biogeochemical state variables only gives marginal improvement, and
sometimes even deteriorates the reconstruction. Also for the predictive skill they
do not find any substantial improvements of directly reconstructing the carbon
cycle.

This manuscript is an important contribution to the research on carbon re-
construction and prediction. I do not know of any perfect model studies investi-
gating biogeochemical reconstruction and the importance of direct versus indirect
reconstruction. Further, their results on the predictability add confidence to the
results of another perfect model study that showed that the biogeochemical initial
conditions play a minor role for the predictability of ocean biogeochemistry.

Thank you for your positive evaluation of our work.

However, there are some improvements that can be done before a potential
publication: I have one question mark regarding the presentation of your results.
For the carbon reconstruction, why do you present the results from the atmo-
spheric nudging and the atm+ocean+ice nudging for the indirect simulations?
I do not know of any prediction systems that nudge atmospheric variables only
(I may be wrong). It is rather the opposite. It is standard practice to nudge
ocean variables, and then there might be nudging of atmospheric variables as an
“add-on”. I therefore do not see what the scientific community gains from your
experiment with atmospheric nudging only. It is quite intuitive that you cannot
reconstruct the ocean carbon cycle by assimilating only atmospheric data. I think
that the manuscript would greatly improve if you presented the simulation where
you nudge the ocean only, and then the atm+ocean+ice simulation. If you want
to go into details you could even have one ocean simulation, one ocean+ice and
one ocean+ice+atmosphere. In that way you could see what additional skill you
could gain when nudging sea ice and atmospheric variables for carbon recon-
structions.

Historically, predictions originate from meteorology/weather predictions where
only the atmosphere has been nudged. It is why decadal or seasonal predictions
emerged into a separate discipline that on longer time scales a coupled ocean
and atmosphere, GCMs are needed. Yet, another step forward was to perform
ocean assimilation. Not all prediction systems do this, see [Ilyina et al., 2021,
Table S1]. For instance, CESM-DPLE [Yeager et al., 2018] uses atmospheric
reanalysis data to reconstruct the ocean, and IPSL-CM6A-LR [Estella-Perez
et al., 2020] only assimilates some sea surface variables.
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In our opinion nudging just the atmosphere is similar to what ocean-only
(atmosphere forced) simulations do, which are like the Global Carbon Budget
[Friedlingstein et al., 2020], where ocean-only and land-only simulations are
forced with reanalysis. (The main di↵erence is that nudging the atmosphere
still allows for some ocean/land-atmosphere feedbacks perturbed by nudging,
whereas forced simulations do not have dynamic feedbacks.) We also include
the atmosphere only initialisation simulations in figure 1 and 2, as they help to
understand that the strong biases are due to the atmospheric nudging. Brune
and Baehr [2020] review reconstruction methods ranging from an initialization
of atmospheric variability only to full-field nudging of both atmosphere and
ocean.

We have already performed such ocean only reconstruction simulations.
However, the figures are already quite packed with subfigures. Maybe just
concentrating on indirect and direct in the manuscript, while keeping indirect
ATM only and indirect OCEAN only to the supplementary information is an
option.

The discussion of the results needs some work. Specifically, the manuscript
lacks a deeper discussion on advantages/disadvantages with you various nudging
schemes, and the reasons behind (i.e. how does it a↵ect the physics/biogeochemistry,
regional di↵erences). For example, why does the indirect reconstruction result in
higher correlations in the subtropical ocean compared to the extratropical ocean?
It is already done to some extent, but it can be improved. Moreover, you need
to put your results more in context to what is currently done in reconstruc-
tion/prediction research. For example, at the moment it is not clear from the
text what you want to show with the di↵erent indirect reconstruction schemes,
and what knowledge we can gain from it. Overall you need to connect your
results better to the literature. For example, you refer to the Servonnat et al.,
2015 and Fransner et al., 2020 papers in the introduction, but you do not put
your results into context with them in the discussion. How does your results
compare to other studies with biogeochemical reconstructions/predictions?

We want to show that indirect reconstruction is quite good and that improv-
ing the reconstructions by injesting carbon cycle data is tricky. We missed these
references in the conclusions and will add: ”This result is similar to Fransner
et al. [2020], who find that ocean carbon cycle initial conditions matter much
less than physical ocean initial conditions for annual carbon cycle predictions.”
We mostly use the method of Servonnat et al. [2015], but do not evaluate how
surface nudging penetrates into the subsurface ocean as they do.

The structure of the paper can be improved, specifically, the number of sec-
tions and subsections can be drastically reduced. See suggestions under Specific
comments.

We thought that more sections and subsections improve readability, but we
are open to the suggestions.

Work needs to be done on the language/formulations and flow on sentences.
I have put some suggestions under ”Technical Notes” below.
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Figure 3: Table of contents of the pre-print.

Agreed. Thank you for such constructive feedback.

Specific comments:

I suggest you merge sections 2.2, 2.3 and 2.5 to one. You could use subsubsec-
tions for the di↵erent kinds of simulations. Similarly, I would suggest you to
merge sections 2.4 and 2.6. You can furthermore reduce the number of subsec-
tions in section 3. I would simply merge 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 under 3.2, 3.3.1 and
3.3.2 under 3.3 and 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 under 3.4.

We will merge these sections.

Furthermore, I would suggest you to make sections 3 and 4 to subsections
in a section “Results” or “Results and DIscussion”. (It is di�cult for me to
understand whether sections 3 and 4 are supposed to be only Results or Results
and Discussion)

Both sections 3 and 4 include elements of results and discussions, but the
separation supports the storyline of the paper in a more coherent way (in our
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view) that the two guiding questions posed (1. how direct/indirect reconstruc-
tion matter and 2. what are the implications for the global C-cycle) are ad-
dressed in a consequential manner. We hope the merges from the previous
question will also make our rationale more clear.

Why don’t you do any indirect reconstruction of the land physics? You should
explain this.

We explain in section 2.3 that ”there is no nudging module available in the
land surface model JSBACH.” The current structure of JSBACH code is not
flexible enough to allow frequent rewriting of physical variable fields, such as soil
moisture or temperature, with external data. This feature will be included into
the new JSBACH version which is currently in a testing phase in the new ICON
model. We decided against implementing nudging routine into JSBACH version
from scratch and use instead replacement of restart file with all land variables
every year. With our approach, however, we make a first-order estimate of the
impact of nudging on the air-land CO2 fluxes.

Under section 3.4 you write that you will start by examining figure 4, but
then you only mention it briefly in the end of the section.

We meant to say we start analysing the variables driving globally averaged
atmospheric CO2 with an emphasis on global. Figure 4 shows the timeseries
of atmospheric CO2, which is why we set the figure reference. The title of 3.4
clearly indicates that this section is about reconstruction skill, so is the para-
graph describing Fig. 5 in detail.

Why are you looking into seasonal timescales when it comes to atmospheric
CO2 (figure 5), while you are looking into 10 year chunks for the land and the
ocean? I would focus on one time-scale to be consistent, but maybe I’m missing
something.

Figure 5 looks into all months, because we are aware of the limits of the hard
reset land reconstruction, which by design results in very good January skill.
The bias in the land variables quickly establishes after a few months. This is a
rather technical detail. We will simplify Fig. 5 by omitting the monthly data
and thereby reducing the scope of the manuscript.

The manuscript would gain a lot of you would discuss the regional patterns
in our results in more detail. For example, for the ocean we see large di↵erences
in the reconstruction skill in the tropics compared to the extra-tropics, why is
this?

We tried to explain some of the numerous regional features. We mention
that ”Reconstruction over the oceans is more successful in the tropics than in
the extra-tropics, where the Northern and Southern Hemisphere mid-latitude
westerlies have low, but still significant correlation. (L.212)”. We cannot fully
explain this here and mention that response of the tropics vs. extra-tropics
is a challenging topic identified previously [Ruprich-Robert et al., 2021]. We
are unable to solve this here and can only call for more attention. We suggest
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that perhaps the pace-making experiments, such as those suggested within the
DCPP model intercomparison could be a framework to address this some of the
regional challenges.

In your ACC plots, the ACC that is significantly di↵erent than internal vari-
ability, is found in areas of lower correlation. Why is this? Shouldn’t the sig-
nificant result be related to higher correlation?

Our description in the figure was misleading. Stippling is shown, where
reconstruction skill is worse (lower ACC) than an upper 95% threshold of re-
sampled internal variability. This is changed to ”i.e. the reconstruction is not
significantly di↵erent than a resampled internal variability threshold”

Why have you chosen RMSE as a measure of skill for your predictions, while
you use RMSE and ACC for your reconstructions? Did you try also ACC for
your predictions?

We tried ACC for predictions, but as shown in [Spring and Ilyina, 2020]
RMSE is more useful for CO2 fluxes when aiming for atmospheric CO2, which
are the accumulated CO2 fluxes. Furthermore ACC is independent of bias, but
here we have strong biases.

Section 4.2: if the cVeg is not predictable, what is it then that yields the
predictability in the air-land CO2 flux? If you cannot give an answer to this
you should at least discuss it. (for the ocean you are looking into the oceanic
pCO2 that is an important driver for the air-sea co2 flux.)

Good point. LAI is not shown, but predictable as air-land CO2 flux. We’ll
add this to the text. We used LAI in a previous internal iteration of the paper,
but chose to replace LAI with cVeg. In our model JSBACH, LAI depends on
climate, it is not a carbon variable. Therefore we did not want to use this vari-
able in the manuscript. However, there is an indirect link from LAI to air-land
CO2 flux, because LAI reflects droughts and the soil physics. Recent analysis
focused on process-based understanding of land carbon predictability using JS-
BACH indicates that soil moisture as well as soil carbon storage influence the
air-land CO2 flux at most.

Technical Notes:

Abstract

: The abstract is long and heavy to read. Try to shorten it down and make the
text more fluent. Some suggestions:

We will shorten the abstract and are thankful for the recommendations.
The first sentences are not capturing the reader., and need reformulation.

Maybe you could start by saying that state-of-the art climate prediction systems
now include a carbon component. Then you shortly explain that while there is as-
similation of physical state variables, this is not the case for the biogeochemistry.
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Figure 4: As Fig. 6 but with LAI instead of cVeg.

We will shorten the abstract and are thankful for this recommendation.

line 8 : Why have you chosen the word ”target”? It is quite abstract, could
you choose another word? If you want to keep it, maybe just a reformulation of
the text would help.

We are using target in this paper after Servonnat et al. [2015] uses this term.

Lines 10-15: This is very much into technical detail, and I suggest to remove
most of this from the abstract.

We will shorten the abstract and are thankful for this recommendation.

I would suggest not to go into ACC’s and RMSE’s in the abstract, and in-
stead give your interpretations of your results in words. If you want to keep it,
only mention it for the most important results.

Agreed.

Introduction

Move lines 47-56 to the end of the introduction

We choose to first ask the research questions and then integrate and refine
them afterwards into the existing literature. We are considering moving them
near the end of the intro.

line 55: the word perfect- model target reconstruction framework is very long.
Can you make this shorter? Can’t you just write ”perfect model framework”,
and then you describe it in more detail in your methodology?

We tried to make the distinction between section 3 reconstruction of the
target and section 4 prediction of that target.
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Lines 74-77: This part, which is on ocean physics, comes in the middle of
your discussion on initialization of the carbon cycle (in between the references
to Li et al., 2016, 2019 , Seferian et al., 2018, Lovenduski, et al., 2019 and
Fransner et al., 2020). I suggest moving it to the end of the introduction where
you discuss your approach. If I understood it right you got inspired from this
study?

Exactly, reading Servonnat et al. [2015] inspired this study. This paragraph
(Ln 70 - 92) is about reconstruction methods and not about ocean carbon cycle
initialization. We just mention these land and ocean carbon predictability stud-
ies to of the assumed weakness of these indirect reconstruction studies. We first
describe the two methods found in the literature and then define what exactly
we do.

Lines 74-75: You should make it clear already in this first sentence that Ser-
vonnat et al is a perfect model study.

Agree.

Lines 75-77: This sentence is di�cult to understand. There are several
reasons behind; i) ”target reconstruction approach” is quite abstract, and needs
clarification, i.e. why is the method of Servonnat et al., 2015 called like this?
Why does it allow to directly assess the quality of reconstructed initial condi-
tions? The last part ”which is useful and practical to know for forecaster issuing
a forecast” also need a reformulation, or can be removed completely .

Exactly. Servonnat et al. [2015] define and use this term. This approach
allows to compare the quality of reconstructed initial conditions with the tar-
get immediately, because the target and the reconstruction are both available.
We think such an immediate (dont want to say direct) comparison is valuable,
because a forecaster should know how close the the initial conditions are to the
truth. In the real-world we dont know the truth, but in a perfect-model frame-
work we do.

lines 84-85: in which way is this more theoretical?

We mean more theoretical here in the way explained above. It is useful theo-
retical knowledge from a twin experiment that the initial conditions of the ocean
carbon matter less than from the physical ocean. We try to generate practi-
cal knowledge showing how good or bad the reconstructed initial conditions are.

Methods

lines 103-107: you repeat the reference Mauritsen et al., 2019 three times.
Maybe this is not needed if you talk about the same model all the time

Agreed.
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lines 115-117: here comes the explanation for the ”perfect-model target re-
construction framework” that I was looking for in the introduction. I would
suggest to move these first lines there. Alternatively, you only use the phrasing
”perfect model framework” before this section. Then the exact methodology and
details behind are described here. In that case you can keep these lines here.
Please consider making two sentences out of this one. it is very long.

Separated into three sentences. I will refer to ”perfect-model framework”
before only.

Lines 117-118: how can the restart file for year 2005 come from the per-
industrial control simulation?

We are in a pre-industrial control simulation and tried to indicate by ”model
year” that we are not taking the literal 2005 state. Furthermore, perfect-model
framework makes it clear that this is not about observed climate. We mentioned
the model year 2005 for reproducibility.

Line 119: you have already described the model setup in the previous section,
and do not have to write about is again here.

The previous reference was about the model version. This reference here is
about the simulation setup.

lines 126-128 + equation: here comes the explanation for the use of the word
”target” that I was looking for earlier. I would suggest moving this after the first
sentence in section 2.2.

We also add Fig. 1 to the supplementary. We prefer to keep this subsection
as is.

lines 132-134: The observational data is not needed at each model time step,
but at the time scale of relaxation, right?

Correct.

line 136: I would suggest to write ”a shorter relaxation time scale” instead
of a ”a stronger nudging strength”

Point taken.

line 138-139: you need to clarify why you nudge the logarithm of the surface
pressure. Is the reference to Pohlmann et al related to this, or to the nudging of
all variables?

[Pohlmann et al., 2009] refers to all variables. We cannot justify why the
logarithm of pressure is taken. It seems standard practice. Since [Jeuken et al.,
1996] until today [Rast et al., 2012].
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line 139: I would suggest you to briefly mention the 63 spherical harmonics
in the model description.

Added.

line143: I don’t understand the use of the word “only” here. Should it be
nudging the atmosphere only?

Removed ”Only”.

line 144: consider merging the parentheses that are coincident.

Done.

line 156: consider removing this first sentence, the information in it is basi-
cally repeated in the next sentence.

Agreed.

Lines 157-160:To avoid repetition, I would remove the “over 10 year win-
dows” in the first sentence. In the second sentence you can then explain that
you do the calculations over ten year windows, and why you do it. Moreover, I
would move the second sentence to be after the explanation of your skill-metrics.

Implemented.

Section 3

figure 1: the letters in subplots g-l are barely visible, consider changing the color
to white. Check this also for the other figures.

We will do so in the re-submission.

section 3.1: why are you looking at these physical variables, specifically? A
short explanation would be good.

”We identify atmospheric circulation represented by winds and resulting pre-
cipitation and temperature to be descriptive for the impact of circulation on the
carbon cycle [Schimel, 1995; Sarmiento and Gruber, 2006].”

lines 211-212: The ACC is not significantly better in most grid cells from
what it looks like in Figure 1.

We had to go over all figures mentioning the stippling (showing not better
tracking performance than internal variability resampled threshold) in manuscript.
For Fig. 1 g-l most areas show better tracking performance than internal vari-
ability and no stippling.
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line 238: “the state variable of the ocean carbon sink surface ocean pCO2”
needs reformulation

Reformulated to ”we focus on air-sea CO2 flux and surface oceanic pCO2 as
the state variable of the ocean carbon sink, which is the oceanic driver of air-sea
CO2 flux.”

Lines 246-248: Here it would be interesting if you discussed the results more
in detail and put it into context with the results in 3.1. For example, how come
that the atmospheric nudging only improves the reconstruction in the tropics?

Added ”The additional reconstruction of the physical ocean [Fig. 1e,f] en-
ables largely a correlation above 0.7 [Fig. 3b,e].” The tropics remains not better
reconstructed than the threshold. We mislead you with the figure caption about
the stippling. Adding ”Only the carbon cycle in the tropical oceans remain dif-
ficult to reconstruct due to the strong biases in atmospheric circulation [Fig.
1a,b,c].”

Line 260: the biases in the direct reconstruction does not look larger than
the ones in the indirect reconstruction for pCO2 in Figure 2 ?

Reconstructing DIC and alkalinity in the ocean reduce oceanic pCO2 bias
and improve correlation. Changed to ”Section 3.2 shows how well indirect and
direct reconstruction of the ocean carbon cycle work overall. While the direct
reconstruction has slightly larger biases in air-sea CO2 flux, direct reconstruc-
tion also brings higher correlation.”

section 3.4.1: here you are again describing the e↵ect of the reconstruction
on the land and ocean carbon cycle as you did in sections 3.2 and 3.3 . I would
remove it from here and only discuss the e↵ect on the atmospheric CO2. The
description of the land and the ocean carbon cycles should be done in the previ-
ous sections.

We deliberately focus here in section 3.4.1 on the global air-land and air-sea
CO2 flux when we are discussing the e↵ects of reconstruction on global atmo-
spheric CO2, whereas we discuss the spatial distributions in section 3.2 and 3.3.

Section 4

figure 6: Use the same y-label for the two rows in the left hand side, i.e. either
RMSE or root mean squared error

Ok.

line 389: add flux after “global air-sea CO2”

Added.
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373: you have to describe how you construct this perfectly initialized ensem-
ble in the methods. You write that it is started from perfect initial conditions. I
assumed that you applied some perturbation to these restart files?

Perturbation as described in 2.5 where we also add ”The perfectly initialized
ensembles are started from the target initial conditions without any previous
reconstruction simulation.”

Section 5

Line 435: shouldn’t it be “reconstruction of the physical ocean fields”?

Agreed. We use initialization and reconstruction synonymous here. Recon-
struction fits better.

Line 435-436: It is quite expected that you cannot reconstruct the ocean
carbon cycle by nuding the atmosphere only no? You need to discuss this in
more detail. Also please put your results into context of what is currently done
in state-of-the-art climate prediction models, and other studies showing that the
ocean carbon cycle/biogeochemistry can be reconstructed by nudging physics only
(i.e Li et al., 2016, Seferian et al., 2014, Park et al., 2018 ...).

In our opinion the Global Carbon Budget simulations aim to do so. Added
”For the ocean carbon cycle, the reconstruction of the physical ocean fields is
critical to reconstruct carbon cycle initial conditions, which explain why current
state-of-the-art carbon cycle prediction systems have skill despite not initializ-
ing the ocean carbon cycle with ocean carbon cycle observations [Séférian et al.,
2014; Park et al., 2018; Li et al., 2019; Lovenduski et al., 2019].”

Lines 451-460: you need to put these results into context with the Fransner
et al., 2020 study.

Added ”This means that oceanic carbon cycle initial conditions are much
less important than physical ocean initial conditions for oceanic carbon cycle
predictions, which confirms the findings of [Fransner et al., 2020].”
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